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Probe DOJ unit:
'Nazi hunters ,or KGB liars?
by Jeffrey Steinberg

The

u.s. Department of Justice's self-described "Nazi-hunting " unit is at long

last being broadly exposed for its own persistent use of Nazi "Big Lie " methods
and its criminal collusion with two foreign secret intelligence agencies, the Soviet
KGB and the Israeli Mossad.
The Office of Special Investigations (OSI), established by an act of Congress
in 1979, is the subject of an inquiry by the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit in Cincinnati, Ohio and a separate internal Department of Justice (DOJ)
probe by the Office of Professional Responsibility. The unit, including its current
and former directors, is accused of withholding critical evidence in capital cases,
committing perjury, peddling forged documents, and other crimes in partnership
with the KGB and the Mossad.
As the consequence of these acts, during the 1980s, a number of naturalized
American citizens were stripped of their rights, deported to Israel or the Soviet
bloc, and put on trial for war crimes. Several OSI victims, like Karl Linnas, died
in Soviet bloc prisons and gulags. One leading German-American scientist, Dr.
Arthur Rudolph, who played an important role in the American scientific establish
ment throughout the Cold War and who worked on the Strategic Defense Initiative
(and was therefore a priority target of Soviet intelligence), was driven to renounce
his citizenship and leave his adopted country, even though a three-year probe by
West German officials exonerated him of all the crimes the OSI had manufactured
against him. Others, like Tscherim Soobzokov, successfully proved their inno
cence, only to be assassinated by Israeli killer squads who somehow managed to
slip through the fingers of U. S federal investigators and to this day have never
faced arrest and trial.
In 1989, Zionist gangster Edgar Bronfman negotiated a secret arrangement
with Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachov to provide grain and other consumer
goods to the Soviets, in return for the free passage of hundreds of thousands of
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Armand Hammer (left): the "red billionaire" who supplied Soviet forged documents to Israel to convict John Demjanjuk. Richard
Thornburgh (center): As U.S. Attorney General, he set up regular channels of collaboration with the Soviet "jus�ice" system. OSI director
Neal Sher (right): He defends the defamation campaign against Austrian President Kurt Waldheim as "the accomplishment of which I am
most proud."
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A 'political police' unit
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